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a b s t r a c t 

Systems Modeling Language (SysML) is used as the modeling infrastructure in systems 

engineering, especially for complex systems design, independently of the system domain. 

Simulation is a common method to perform system model verification, during the systems 

development process. However, simulation code generation and execution is not integrated 

within the system design activity, as it is facilitated by SysML. It is either conducted as 

an external activity, after system design, or it affects the system design environment and 

practices, according to specific simulators requirements. 

This paper presents how existing, simulation-agnostic SysML models from the domain 

of Enterprise Information System (EISs), can be transformed to executable simulation code 

and in addition how the simulation results can be incorporated into the source SysML 

model through the exploitation of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) principles and tech- 

niques. To this end, several tools and technologies are utilized, while the verification pro- 

cess is triggered and finalized via the system modeling environment. Adoption of MDA 

provides a solid, high-level infrastructure and tool availability to the proposed approach. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Model-based Systems Design (MBSD) deals with the definition and exploitation of system models during most of the

system development activities. Modeling Language (SysML) [1] has been proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG)

to serve as a common modeling language for all these activities. It is a general purpose language, based on a variety of

modeling elements grouped in different diagrams to support complex system models. SysML is a well-established language

for complex system modeling and is often used in MBSD. It facilitates the description of both system structure and behavior,

while design requirements may also be described in an abstract level [1] . In the work presented in this paper, emphasis is

given on requirements, related to system performance, that may be verified against quantitative estimations of the system

behavior [2] . A common way for deriving such estimations is simulation. Thus, there is currently strong interest in generating

simulation models from SysML models [3,4] . 

Today, system designers utilize domain-specific profiles [5–8] defined for SysML modeling tools combined with external

simulation tools to explore the performance of alternative system designs and verify corresponding requirements [9] . Usu-

ally the system designer should be familiar with both SysML models and the simulation environment and feel confident
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in working with corresponding tools. While system design models are defined in SysML modeling tools, requirement ver-

ification and the evaluation of the proposed solution is usually performed within the simulation environment. In order to

simplify the overall process, system designers should be provided with a single system model for both system design and

requirement verification, while simulation model generation should be fully-automated and transparent to them. Further- 

more, SysML system models should be defined, independently of the methods and tools adopted for simulation. Such a task

still remains a challenge [10] . 

The work presented in this paper addresses these issues, by enhancing the process of SysML models evaluation and sim-

ulation code generation, without requiring the integration of simulator-specific properties in the profiles used during system

design. These enhancements simplify the evaluation process, allowing the system designer to focus on the examination of

the unverified requirements and, consequently, the detection of the necessary design solution re-adjustments [6] . Model

Driven Architecture (MDA) [11] principles and technologies have been adopted to automate simulation code generation and

integrate simulation results into the SysML modeling environment. To explore the proposed approach, we study its appli-

cability in a specific domain, namely Enterprise Information Systems Design, using a specific simulation framework, namely

Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [12] . 

Our approach provides simulation capabilities for SysML system models, without requiring the use of a simulator specific

SysML profile. This renders the approach simulation-agnostic in its conception, establishment and influence to the system

designer. Enterprise Information System Design is supported by the EIS SysML profile, described in [6] . No simulator-specific

properties are defined in the profile. On the contrary, it focuses on different views for EIS architecture, while it enables

requirement verification and the definition of evaluation scenarios. The EIS profile is examined and utilized to develop a

framework that extracts information, necessary to derive executable DEVS simulation models, based on DEVS library com-

ponents. DEVS was chosen, since (a) system structure is defined in both SysML and DEVS in a similar fashion, making the

transformation conventional, and (b) existing tools facilitated standardized DEVS meta-model representation and enhanced 

simulation code generation process [4] . SysML-to-simulation model transformation needs to be defined only once for the

pair of the Enterprise Information System (EIS) domain-specific SysML profile and the DEVS simulation environment, ensur-

ing a seamless integration of SysML modeling environments and DEVS simulators for the domain of EIS. While it is applied,

simulation integration is transparent to the system designer that interacts only with the SysML EIS models within a SysML

modeling environment. This way, no additional simulation-related restrictions are imposed to system designers. The pro-

posed approach for MBSD may be easily utilized in numerous domain system models, once an appropriate simulator, for

the specific domain, has been chosen and the corresponding model transformation has been developed. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , related work is discussed, describing relevant approaches.

The pre-existing SysML profile for the domain of EIS is presented in Section 3 , where specific issues and challenges that

need to be addressed are also outlined. Section 4 , presents a requirements verification scheme that aims at addressing

these issues. It is based on MDA principles and techniques and exploits the DEVS simulation framework, in order to provide

estimations about the performance of system model configurations. Section 5 provides a practical perspective of the design

and evaluation process and, finally, conclusions and emerging issues from this implementation reside in Section 6 . 

2. Related work 

SysML supports a variety of diagrams describing system composition and states, necessary to perform simulation, which

are utilized by different approaches [13,14] . In most cases, SysML models defined within a modeling tool are exported in

XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format and, consequently, transformed into simulator specific models to be forwarded to

the simulation environment. Depending on the nature and specific characteristics of the systems under study, there is a

diversity of ways proposed to simulate SysML models, utilizing different diagrams. The authors have recently presented a

comprehensive understanding of the similarities and differences of existing approaches targeting simulation code generation

from SysML models in [10] , where current challenges in fully automating simulation of SysML models are also identified.

The most well-known of them are briefly discussed in the following. 

The SysML4Modelica profile [15] , endorsed by the OMG, enables the transformation of SysML models to executable Mod-

elica simulation code. The Query/View/Transformation (QVT) standard set of languages is used for the transformation of

SysML models to executable Modelica models. Since SysML profiles are based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) ex-

tension mechanism, they can be imported in any standard UML modeling tool, such as Rational Modeler [16] or MagicDraw

[17] , enabling the utilization of simulation tools. In [18] , focus is given on embedded systems. In the proposed profile, the

SysML requirement entity is extended with testable characteristics. Testable requirements are associated to conditions under

which the requirement is verified with the use of experiments or test cases. Verification conditions are defined as part of a

test case, which in turn may be simulated using Modelica simulation language in external simulators to ensure that a de-

sign alternative satisfies related requirements [18] . To embed simulation capabilities within SysML, the ModelicaML profile

is used. Verification conditions associated to testable requirements are also defined in ModelicaML [19] , while requirement

verification is performed in an external Modelica tool (MathModelica), through visual diagrams created during simulation.

This effort also does not return any feedback back to the SysML modeling tool. The key limitation of this approach is that

it is tailor-made to the Modelica simulation environment, in order to describe the requirements and the verification process

together. 
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Focusing on the domain of real-time embedded systems, TEPE, a graphical expression language is introduced in [20] ,

based on SysML parametric diagrams, representing functional and Non-functional Requirement (NFRs) in a formal, non stan-

dard way, making them amenable to automated verification. A custom methodology is used to capture requirements, while

the system design is based on SysML blocks and the behavior on state machines and verification is performed via UPPAAL

[21] . The effort is supported by a custom toolkit, namely TTool, interfaced to verification tools that implement reachability

analysis and model-checking. DIPLODOCUS, a simulation engine targeting on System-on-Chip design, is integrated in TTool. 

Simulation of discrete event systems is commonly based on system behavior described in SysML activity, sequence or

state machine diagrams. In [3] , system models defined in SysML are translated to be simulated using Arena simulation soft-

ware. SysML models are not enriched with simulation-specific properties, while emphasis is given to system structure rather

than system behavior. MDA concepts are applied to export SysML models from a SysML modeling tool and, consequently,

transformed into Arena simulation models. However, the simulation models should be manually enriched with behavioral

characteristics before becoming executable. 

Describing the system model with a simulation tool-specific profile requires a Domain Specific Language (DSL), as the

one proposed in [22] , for the wafer fab simulation via SysML diagrams. Following a similar approach, a broader range of

applications for discrete event simulation has been defined in [23] , exploiting ontologies as a mechanism for capturing

modeling knowledge in a reusable form. Finally, in [24] , an adaptation of the MDA is proposed, for a finite set of potential

applications, via a simulation tool-specific profile like SysML4Arena. As a proof of concept the transformation from SysML

models to simulation models is achieved with ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL). A key difference of ATL with QVT is

that ATL supports only unidirectional transformations, while QVT supports bidirectional transformations [ 25 ]. 

The DEVS formalism and simulators have been used extensively for the study and verification of systems of various do-

mains. Some recent related efforts are described in [26–28] . Additionally, the concept of deriving executable DEVS code,

using model-driven techniques and tools, has been intensively addressed, as described in a relevant survey [29] . The solid

foundation of the DEVS formalism, regardless of various specific simulators, has strongly enforced the prospects for ap-

proaches focusing on high-level declarative representations of DEVS models that can be transformed into executable models

for DEVS simulators. 

Motivated by the advances in model-based approaches for DEVS, the wide range of domains of application and the struc-

tural similarities between SysML and DEVS, an integrated framework for automated simulation of SysML models using DEVS

(DEVSys) has been proposed in [4] . In this approach, the system model should be enriched with DEVS-specific information,

mainly related to systems behavior, according to a proposed SysML profile. Enriched system models are then transformed to

high-level DEVS models via a QVT transformation and are further translated into executable DEVS code. However, the defi-

nition of system behavior within SysML models, although feasible, may not be as efficient as the utilization of implemented

simulation components [24] . Furthermore, such simulation components may already be available for specific system model

elements in the domain of application. 

Recently, Systems LIfecycle Management (SLIM) [30] , a commercial collaborative model-based systems engineering

workspace that uses SysML as the front-end for orchestrating system engineering activities from the early stages of sys-

tem development, is available from Intercax. The SysML-based system model serves as a unified, conceptual abstraction of

the system, independent of the specific design and analysis tools that shall be used in the development process. It is de-

signed to provide plugins to integrate the system model (in SysML) to a variety of design and analysis tools. Until now, only

the integration of SysML and other model repositories, such as product lifecycle management (PLM) tools is implemented.

Integration with MATLAB/Simulink, Mathematica and OpenModelica is offered in a variety of commercial tools, but these

tools are used as math solvers and not as a verification method of an integrated SysML model in a specific domain. 

ModelCenter [31] , a commercial tool by Phoenix Integration, adopts a similar approach. Its intention is to integrate system

models, where SysML acts as the canvas, and simulate them using specific simulation environments like Matlab. Moreover,

Modelcenter is actually part of the SLIM philosophy, focusing on the automatic design optimization. However, Modelcenter

focuses on SysML parametric diagrams using customized constraint blocks pointing to black-box analysis, where the systems

behavior is described and is evaluated either in the Modelcenter tool or even inside the SysML tool. SysML requirements

are also used for system evaluation and are treated as design constraints. 

We share the vision of SLIM and ModelCenter, but at the same time we target the simulation of simulation-agnostic

SysML models, e.g. models which are not enriched with any simulator-related properties. As a case study, a profile for

Enterprise Information System Design is utilized, namely EIS SysML Profile [32] . It is an extension of SysML, facilitating

the effective description and verification of non-functional performance requirements. The role of NFRs within SysML is

exploited in ch. 8 of [33] to serve the needs of simulation. No simulation-capabilities are integrated within the profile. The

proposed approach targets at standards-based integration of a DEVS simulation environment with the profile, based on the

experience obtained by the development of DEVSys approach, presented in [4] . As stated in [24] , since system behavior is

difficult to model, our approach uses simulation tool-specific library components. The difference is that the SysML domain-

specific profile is first enhanced with simulation semantics (independent of the targeting simulation environment) and then

the transformation of the SysML model to the simulation tool-specific model is applied with QVT. The importance of the

existence and use of simulation-specific meta-models, as well as other guidelines regarding simulation of SysML models are

presented in [34] . 

In the work presented in the following, focus is given on providing a combination of features that may have been pro-

vided individually in the past, but they have not been jointly met, so far, due to their inherent contradicting nature and
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requirements. Specifically, the presented case study provides automation of the verification process with incorporation of

simulation results in the system model, while ensuring openness and simulator independence. A key aspect of the pre-

sented approach is that it enables the exploitation of existing system models defined in terms of domain-specific profiles

(e.g., EIS), rather than requiring the application of simulator-specific profiles. The latter enables the application of the verifi-

cation process in existing system models, instead of requiring from system designers to annotate system models beforehand.

An end-to-end implementation is illustrated, where each step is analytically described to help potential future application

in other domains. 

Compared to ModelCenter [31] , our approach is based on extending SysML requirement entity, which eliminates the need

to perform model analysis in order to calculate derived properties of complex requirements. Moreover, system behavior is

described using specific requirements and is evaluated using simulation library components. Another major difference is

that in our approach QVT is used for model transformation in contrast to analysis modeling that is used in the case of

Modelcenter. 

3. Problem statement: verifying non-functional requirements in EIS design 

Non-functional requirements specification and management has been addressed in [2,35] for the domain of EIS. In the

context of the above mentioned work, emphasis was given on requirements analysis, management and organization, ensur-

ing that requirements are verifiable. This was mainly achieved by introducing quantified properties, regarding performance

requirements. However, effective utilization of this kind of analysis presupposes the availability of estimated, quantified per-

formance indications. 

This is commonly achieved through external development and execution of simulation models, which is a manual or

semi-automated procedure. An alternate approach is the enrichment of the system model with detailed simulation prop-

erties, enabling simulation code generation [4,15] . Both approaches require extensive post-processing of the system model,

either in external analysis environments or within the modeling tool. 

In this paper we aim at automating executable simulation code generation, avoiding both manual post-processing and

simulator-specific bias on the system modeling activity. This enables the application of the approach to models that have

been designed, independently of the approach. In this sense, the domain-specific SysML profile for EIS has been developed

in advance and independently of the proposed approach and is briefly described here. It focuses on software and hardware

architecture design, emphasizing non functional requirements specification. 

In [36] , the authors proposed a methodology focusing on EIS architecture design. In this context and according to the

basic processes that are identified during the design activity, solution synthesis encompasses Functionality, Topology and

Network Infrastructure definitions. Functionality Definition focuses on software architecture design, Topology Definition on 

software allocation process and Network Infrastructure Definition on hardware architecture design. For each of these con-

cerns, a corresponding view is defined to explore non functional requirements and related design decisions. The system

designer, concerned with software architecture design and software allocation, is served by Functional and Topology views

to contribute in the construction of EIS architecture. In a similar fashion, the designer is contributing to hardware configu-

ration using Network Infrastructure view. 

A complementary view, called Evaluation view was proposed in [6,33] , to serve system evaluation activity and manage

evaluation results and requirement verification. This view incorporates entities from other views and stores all the required

attributes for each model element, in order to facilitate the requirements verification process. The evaluation view is based

on SysML block and Internal block definition diagrams. Behavior is modeled with corresponding behavior requirements that

are the traffic generators on the system, so behavior diagrams like activity or state machines are not used in this approach. 

The aforementioned views are associated with relations such as satisfy, verify, allocate and evaluate. Satisfy relates system

elements with requirements, verify relates requirements that are verified by elements from Evaluation view, allocate relates

entities from Functional or Topology views that are allocated to Network Infrastructure view entities, and evaluate relates

entities from Evaluation view to elements, being evaluated, from other views (design views). 

In the case of EIS architecture design, the evaluation view facilitates: 

1. the definition of the conditions under which the system will be evaluated; 

2. the incorporation of the evaluation results; 

3. the verification of requirements, informing the system designers for inconsistencies. 

To this end, the Evaluation view consists of evaluation scenarios . Each evaluation scenario defines a specific solution for

the system design and will be evaluated in order to accept the system model or identify which parts have failed to meet

the requirements, leading to system model modification and generation of new evaluation scenarios. 

Evaluation scenarios comprise of evaluation entities used to evaluate design entities. Moreover, evaluation entities verify

specific requirements associated with them. Regardless of the method used to perform system evaluation, evaluation entities

have input properties, related to evaluated design entities, and output properties, depicting evaluation data. Based on the

value of the output properties, requirements are verified or not. There are two kinds of requirements: qualitative and quan-

titative . In the case of quantitative requirements, the exact comparison between arithmetic values is not always appropriate.

Thus, an appropriate comparison method should be defined for specific requirements. Requirements may also be used to
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Fig. 1. Interrelating EIS performance requirements, design entities and evaluation entities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

depict specific behavior forced to system components. In such case, there is no point to verify them. Evaluation entities

conform to them, since they specify conditions under which the system architecture design should be evaluated. 

Each evaluation entity is created, in order to evaluate a specific EIS architecture entity and verify corresponding require-

ments. During system design, NFRs may also be used to depict specific behavior forced on system components (e.g., the way

a traffic generator may behave under heavy traffic conditions). In this case, the corresponding evaluation entity conforms

to them, providing input that could be used for the generation of the simulation model. The relation between design and

evaluation entities, as well as corresponding requirements is depicted in Fig. 1 . A design entity satisfies two NFRs: perfor-

mance requirement (depicting system performance restrictions) and behavior requirement (depicting system behavior). Only

the first requirement must be verified by an evaluation entity, since the second provides input properties to the evaluation

entity, indicating the conditions under which the evaluation should be done. 

Each evaluation scenario consists of two sub-views (diagrams), focusing on software and hardware design, respectively.

The entities participating in software evaluation diagrams correspond to entities from the functional view and are used

to define the behavior of the software components during the evaluation of the proposed EIS architecture design. These

entities are used to evaluate the corresponding Functional view entities and to verify the related requirements. Hardware

evaluation diagram entities correspond to entities from Topology and Network Infrastructure views, and are used to initialize

a corresponding simulation model instance and evaluate the design entity and verify the corresponding requirements. 

To support the EIS profile, a plug-in was developed for the MagicDraw UML tool [32] . This plugin that handles model

constraints and embed the desired functionality in MagicDraw, was slightly modified here, in order to apply the functionality

presented in this paper (e.g., the incorporation of the simulation results, described in Section 4.4 ). 

Provided the availability of the described infrastructure for performance requirements modeling and processing, a set

of issues and challenges emerge, while considering automated simulation code generation and execution. Since simulation

code is not supposed to be produced through manual post-processing of the system model, an alternate, appropriate pro-

cess should be introduced. The need for simulation experts is still evident. However, their role in this process needs to be

identified, while other kind of expertise may be required, as well. Selection criteria and restrictions, regarding simulators

that can be integrated in such an approach need to be addressed. The infrastructure for deriving executable simulation

models from system models should also be specified and selected. Finally, management of the simulation results, includ-

ing their incorporation in the system model, must be achieved, in order to enable automated verification of performance

requirements. 

4. Simulating EIS SysML models 

4.1. Stakeholders, process and artifacts 

System designers may benefit from the existence of an automated verification facility. However, this facility can be effec-

tively provided only in the context of a proper process, using a respective, implemented framework. Development of such a

framework would involve more stakeholders: 

• the domain experts, that would select appropriate modeling tools and provide information regarding the domain to

simulation experts, 

• the simulation experts, that would select an appropriate simulation methodology and find or implement required simu-

lation components, 
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Table 1 

Stakeholders and their involvement. 

Activity Stakeholder Software Used 

Setup Phase 

Profile Definition Domain Expert Modeling Expert Modeling Tool 

Simulation Components Selection or 

Development 

Simulation Expert Simulation Framework Library Components 

System to Simulation Transformation 

Definition 

Modeling Expert Domain Expert Simulation 

Expert 

Model Transformation Tool 

Design Time Phase 

System Design System Designer Modeling Tool 

Model Validation (Automated) Modeling Tool 

NFRs Verification (Automated) Modeling Tool Model Transformation Tool 

Simulator 

Model Adjustment System Designer Modeling Tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• the modeling experts, that would advise domain and simulation experts and implement system-to-simulation model 

transformations, 

• the system designer, that would design system models and receive verification results. 

Moreover, as SysML models in general cannot be directly simulated [3,34] and different types of system models are better

simulated with specific simulation environments [37] , the simulation environment should be customized, depending on the

system domain (e.g., EIS). In order to utilize model transformation tools, the simulation environment should support input

in a model format (according to a meta-model), preferably defined in terms of Meta-Object Facility (MOF). 

Here, QVT is used, complementary to the MOF, in order to improve the system-to-simulation model transformation pro-

cedure and the quality of produced simulation model, compared to any kind of ad-hoc implementation of the transforma-

tion. First, QVT transformations are based on the source and target meta-models, ensuring syntactical correctness of the

generated simulation model. Second, the transformation is defined as a series of relations. Each QVT relation identifies re-

spective structural and data elements between parts of the source and target meta-models, that are applied when specific

preconditions are met. Third, the fact that both source and target meta-models are MOF-based, facilitates the definition of

the transformation, as conceptually equivalent infrastructural elements are used in both sides of the transformation. Forth,

the transformation is defined only once per domain and simulation framework by modeling, domain and simulation experts.

This justifies extensive and thorough testing of the transformation, during its development. Additionally, any unidentified

shortcomings of the transformation will arise and be addressed, during its expected long-term and multiple usages. 

Nevertheless, approaches focusing on various aspects of model transformation correctness [38] could be applied to ef-

fectively identify deficiencies in the transformation. Finally, the use of existing simulation library components denotes that

system-to-simulation model transformation is limited to structural aspects of the system model, rather than also dealing

with behavioral aspects, that are more cumbersome to validate. 

Table 1 summarizes the stakeholder’s involvement during setup and design time phases. The setup phase refers to the

development activities that need to complete, before simulation of any given system model may be executed. The table

clearly illustrates that advanced domain, simulation and modeling expertise is not only required during the setup phase, but

also captured in products of this phase, like the domain-specific profile, the simulation library components and the system

model to simulation model transformation. During system design time , designers enjoy the enhanced model NFR verification

experience from within the modeling tool, for any given system model. 

Issues concerning the specific actions of these stakeholders and the way their activities are verified is further analyzed.

A specific domain profile, called EIS profile, was proposed in [39] . It enables the definition of NFRs and ensures the validity

of the defined models. The EIS profile defines different views to serve the involved stakeholders (see Section 3 ). 

The system designer (EIS engineer) is supposed to use a single UML/SysML modeling tool (e.g. MagicDraw). The EIS

profile is utilized for the definition of valid system models inside the modeling tool. Fig. 2 depicts how an EIS model is

transformed to its respective complex DEVS simulation model that, in its turn is simulated in DEVS simulators, utilizing a

set of domain specific DEVS simulation components. 

Ideally, system models would be descriptive enough, to enable simulation models generation. However, as proposed in

[8,40] this can only be ensured with the use and application of simulation-specific profiles. Alternatively, existing executable 

simulation components could be initialized and composed according to the structure and specific attributes of the domain

model elements. The designation and structuring of the key concepts of the adopted perspective leads to specific steps and

preconditions that should be met by the selected software tools. Specifically: 

1. The elements of the system model that will be exploited for the generation of the simulation model and the simulation

execution conditions (time, runs, etc.) must be identified. The system model to simulation model transformation will be

based on specific parts of the system model that affect the system’s non-functional behavior. Despite their significance,

these cannot always be easily detected. Additionally, system model attributes that may determine simulation execution

parameters must be located. This task is performed by the domain expert in cooperation with a simulation expert. 
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Fig. 2. EIS verification using DEVS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Depending on the domain systems’ nature, a class of simulation frameworks is appropriate, e.g. for continuous or discrete

event systems. Also, provision of an input MOF meta-model for a simulation framework enables utilization of standard

transformation tools. This task is performed by the simulation expert in cooperation with the domain expert. 

3. Existing domain specific simulation library components should be utilized. Within a domain, the behavior of several

simulation components, corresponding to domain entities is usually defined using parameters. The transformation should

emphasize on systems’ structure and interconnections and provide parameters for the initialization of the simulation

components. This task is performed by the modeling expert in cooperation with the domain expert. 

4. Missing domain-specific, required simulation library components must be developed. In the vein of the previous point

and although simulation components’ behavior could derive from the transformation of the system model, it is more

efficient and straightforward to develop the required simulation components. This way, simulator-specific details are not

introduced in the system model and the transformation remains simple. This task is performed by the simulation expert.

5. Validation rules on the model elements should be defined in a declarative and quantifiable manner. This enables au-

tomation of the requirements verification process, leading to the indication of the non-verified requirements. This task is

performed by the domain expert and the modeling expert. 

In the above mentioned preconditions neither the domain (EIS), nor the specific simulation framework (DEVS) are ref-

erenced, outlining the generic nature of the underlying approach. The work presented in this paper is an application of

this approach for the domain of EIS, with DEVS as the selected simulation framework. As instructed by the approach, the

main prerequisite is a domain-specific, simulation-agnostic profile (not influenced by a simulation framework) that will be

analyzed to identify the parts that determine the systems performance. An appropriate simulation framework and simu-

lation library components should then be selected. Thus, the approach does not restrict to specific domains or simulation

frameworks. However, due to compatibility issues, specific domains would be simulated only with appropriate simulation

frameworks. This process is facilitated by the introduction of the abstraction layer of the simulation meta-model, allowing

high-level conceptual exploration of compatibility prospects. 

Nevertheless, in order to actually apply and use the approach in a specific domain and a selected simulation framework,

there are domain-specific and simulation-specific tasks that are required to be performed first. These are the setup phase
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activities of Table 1 that conclude in the determination of a domain-specific profile, a transformation of system models to

simulation models and a set of simulation library components. Although there is no initial restriction on the domain or

simulation framework (generic approach), once these have been selected, there are very specific artifacts that need to be

developed, so that the application of the approach becomes operable. 

The evaluation view of the EIS profile meets preconditions (1) and (5), mentioned earlier. This view defines the system

model attributes that determine the simulation execution parameters. Moreover, validation rules on system model elements

are defined, so as to notify the designer in case of non-verified requirements. Since DEVS is a discrete event simulation

framework, suitable for checking the performance requirements of information systems, it was selected to enable the sim-

ulation of EIS models meeting precondition (2). Hence, precondition (4) was satisfied with the development of specific EIS

simulation library components in terms of DEVSJava [41] (i.e., a DEVS simulator, provided as a Java class library). The corre-

sponding simulation components were exploited in the transformation from EIS SysML models to EIS simulation models, as

precondition (3) suggests. 

Moreover, a set of QVT relations has been defined to provide a standards-based transformation of EIS models to the re-

spective DEVS models. The generated DEVS model complies to an extended version of the DEVS meta-model presented in

[42] , that manages available simulation components [4] . It contains structural information as well as initialization parame-

ters for existing EIS DEVS components and simulation execution parameters. In the next step, simulation is executed and the

results are represented as a results model . The results model is then incorporated into the elements of the EIS model by the

corresponding MagicDraw plugin. Incorporation of generated simulation results in the EIS model, enables validation process

execution and identification of non-verified requirements, which are prompted to the EIS designer. Estimated performance

of the EIS components is compared against the defined requirements in MagicDraw. The system designer is involved again

in this repetitive process, only if adjustments to the EIS model are required for the elimination of non-verified requirements.

In the following, the main issues, regarding the simulation of EIS models, are explained in detail. 

4.2. Simulation framework 

In the case of EIS, where users and software services generate requests on other services, simulation frameworks sup-

porting discrete time simulation are well suited. The requests generate specific traffic on the network and processing and

I/O load on the site of service. Stochastic functions may be used to define non-deterministic behavior of specific parts of the

system, like time handling and type of requests made by users. 

Therefore, DEVS is appropriate for EIS simulation by definition. Modelica is better suited for simulating systems with

continuous behavior, but it can also be used for discrete time simulation. Regarding the requirement for MDA compliance,

the selected simulation framework must provide a standards-based specification for input simulation models, i.e. a MOF

meta-model. This enables the definition and execution of standards-based transformations of EIS models (UML meta-model)

to simulation models. Modelica and DEVS simulation frameworks both provide MOF meta-models for simulation models

specification, in the notion described above. As authors already had experience on simulating SysML models with DEVS

[33,34] , this simulation framework was selected. 

In the context of our previous research on simulating SysML models with DEVS, focus was given on defining behavior

of DEVS atomic models and combining them in DEVS coupled models, rather than using existing simulation components.

Therefore, the DEVS meta-model, proposed there, did not feature provisioning for this case. However, in the case of EIS, mod-

els are composed of large amounts of interconnected components of specific types (e.g. processing nodes, network nodes,

services, etc.). As simplification of the verification activity is our key goal, there is no need for EIS engineers to define each

component’s behavior, using yet another (than the EIS) simulation-specific profile. Therefore, the required simulation com-

ponents where analyzed and implemented during the setup phase of the approach for EIS. On the other hand, initialization,

composition and interconnection of the components emerge from the given EIS model, during the verification execution. 

The described conditions clearly indicate the need for simple and effective utilization of the EIS attributes and compo-

sition information, in combination with simulation library components. In a MDA approach, like the one presented in this

paper, the simulation meta-model is the fundamental infrastructure for any kind of reference in regard with simulation

model definition and capabilities. Therefore, the simulation meta-model should provide facilities for the initialization and

use of simulation library components. 

Such features were not available in the previous version of the DEVS meta-model. Component references of DEVS coupled

components could only refer to other DEVS components that were also defined in the simulation model. In order to enable

the utilization of simulation library components, the DEVS meta-model has been extended, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . 

In the revised version of the meta-model, component references, contained in the component reference list of a DEVS

coupled component, may also refer to existing simulation library components (LIBRARY_COMPONENT). In this case, ini-

tialization parameters (INIT_PARAMS) can be specified in the simulation model, to accommodate the initialization of the

library components, during the simulation execution. These parameters might be single values (VALUE_INIT_PARAM), mul- 

tiple values (ARRAY_INIT_PARAM) or even other simulation library components (COMPONENT_INIT_PARAM). The last case 

was included to enable the definition of higher-level simulation components that comprise of more detailed components.

Thus, the DEVS meta-model was extended, so that simulation library components may be initialized and utilized in any

arbitrary way. 
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Fig. 3. DEVS Meta-model extension (cyan blocks). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEVS models are rendered executable, once a DEVS execution environment that supports the meta-model is available.

Since the DEVS meta-model has been revised, no such environment was available. Therefore, DEVSJava was selected and

extended with a transformation layer that translates complex DEVS models to DEVSJava executable code. As expected, this

transformation layer identifies the referenced simulation library components and their initialization parameters, to properly

integrate them in the DEVSJava code that will be executed. 

Given that the required simulation components are considered to be available DEVSJava components, the essential infor-

mation contained in a DEVS model is the initialization, interconnection and configuration of such components. Therefore,

as far as the DEVS meta-model compatible environment is concerned, we decided to implement a transformation of DEVS

models (in XMI format) to the respective DEVSJava configuration class that instantiates and configures all simulation library

DEVSJava components, forming, this way, the executable DEVSJava code. This transformation was defined using EXtensible

Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT), as it is basically a syntactic transformation that exploits initialization and in-

terconnection information in the DEVS model and creates the respective Java declarations and statements. This way, the

generated DEVS simulation code can be executed in a DEVSJava environment, after an automated transformation has been

executed. 

4.3. Executable simulation model generation 

We consider that models conforming to the DEVS meta-model, as described in Section 4.2 , are valid executable simula-

tion models. Thus, executable simulation model generation requires the transformation of EIS models to the respective DEVS

models. Therefore, existing EIS models that have been developed in SysML modeling tools, according to the EIS domain-

specific profile, are the source of this transformation. From the information included in such simulation-agnostic models,

the respective simulation models should derive, capturing their structure and initialization information for appropriate ex-

isting simulation library components. 

In order to develop this transformation, the structure and relationships of the EIS models were analyzed. The main

model entities that affect overall performance were identified in both Hardware and Software Evaluation Diagrams (that are

included in the Evaluation view), like Eval-Network, Eval-Node etc. Although, for EIS design purposes, it is better to define

different aspects of EIS elements using different diagrams/views, the simulation model should capture the structure and

attributes of a given concrete system each time. 

Additionally, verification and effectiveness of the simulation largely depends on the simplicity of the simulation model.

Apparently, model structure and model element attributes and dependencies exist and can be used in the transformation

independently of the diagrams they appear in, which are more useful for organization/presentation purposes. Therefore,
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Fig. 4. Outline of the EIS to DEVS model transformation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a set of simulation components were defined as an equivalent to EIS software and hardware elements, as they could be

combined in the context of a given evaluation scenario. This is coarsely depicted in Fig. 4 , where EIS model elements re-

side on the left side of the figure and the respective DEVS model elements on the right. The figure illustrates the high-

level patterns of the conceptual mapping between EIS model elements and DEVS model elements. However, these pat-

terns can be applied on large and complex configurations of EIS, with several hundreds of nodes. It is clearly illustrated

that simulation elements usually derive from the combination of more than one EIS model elements, with the exception

of DEVS_Simulation_Controller. The latter was decided to be defined independently from the DEVS_Scenario, in order to

separate simulation model structure from simulation execution context, like simulation duration or number of simulation

executions. 

The EIS part of Fig. 4 includes the main entities of the Hardware Evaluation Diagram (Eval-Network, Eval-Node, Eval-

Module-Replica-Invoke), the main entities of the Software Evaluation Diagram (Eval-Role, Eval-Module, Eval-Service) and 

their associations and dependencies. Also, the Eval-Scenario block provides information regarding the context of the eval-

uation that is used for the generation of the respective, top-most DEVS_Scenario and the DEVS_Simu-lation_Controller el-

ements. These EIS entities are utilized for the generation of the respective DEVS elements (DEVS_Network, DEVS_Node,

etc.), while associations and dependencies mostly indicate how DEVS model elements should be interconnected. In EIS, el-

ements are organized under diagrams, which are combined in a scenario. On the contrary, DEVS elements are organized

in a more strict hierarchy. The DEVS_Scenario is the root of the model containing the DEVS_Simulation_Controller, a set

of interconnected DEVS_Network elements and a set of DEVS_Nodes. Each DEVS_Node is composed of a DEVS_Processor,

a DEVS_Storage, a DEVS_Network_Interface and a set of DEVS_Modules, containing sets of DEVS_Services. Additionally, the

DEVS_Roles using each node are specified, as well as the DEVS_Network, where each node belongs. 

In a lower level of this transformation scheme, EIS entities were further analyzed to identify their key attributes that

determine the performance of the system. Equivalent attributes were defined in the respective simulation elements. The

transformation handles their proper initialization, based on the values of the respective attributes of EIS elements. The

possible entity interconnection schemes were also examined. Additional information derived from the combination with 

other EIS model elements, like the Eval-Initiate dependencies that indicate which services are initiated by each user role.

Actually, a large set of attributes and associations of the EIS model, that cannot be depicted in the high level representation

of Fig. 4 , are utilized in the implemented transformation. 

DEVS_Scenario, DEVS_Node and DEVS_Module were implemented as DEVS Coupled components that are composed of 

other components. All other leaf elements were implemented as DEVS Atomic components with the expected behavior. The
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Listing 1. EIS to DEVS QVT transformation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

interested reader may refer to the source code of the aforementioned library components, in [43] . Each library component is

a Java class that extends DEVSJava basic classes ViewableAtomic or ViewableDigraph. Simulation execution can be inspected

via SimView, a free GUI framework for DEVSJava [44] . In ViewableAtomic classes, the behavior of the simulation component

is defined as determined by the component state and affected by the reaction to external events. In ViewableDigraph classes,

composite simulation components, containing other interconnected components, are defined. The behavior of ViewableDi-

graph components is defined by the composition of the behaviors of the contained components. Implementation details of

the DEVS simulation library components for EIS, are not further discussed, as they are beyond the scope of this paper. 

The fact that both meta-models (SysML and DEVS) are MOF-based, enables the use of standard transformation languages,

like QVT. Therefore, the appropriate QVT relations were defined for the generation and interconnection of DEVS model

elements from the respective EIS model elements. The first relation of the EIS to DEVS QVT transformation is displayed in

Listing 1 . 

Executable simulation models contain all required information, indicating the importance of their automated generation

from system models, without the need for human interference. A part of a generated DEVS simulation model is presented

in Listing 2 , where a DEVS Coupled scenario contains a SimController DEVS library component and a Network DEVS library

component. Initialization parameters, derived from the EIS SysML model, are also included. 

4.4. Simulation results incorporation 

Having generated the executable simulation model, simulation may be executed and the simulation results should be

incorporated in the EIS model. Thus, requirement verification through the profile, independent from the simulation environ-

ment is possible. 

In order to be able to use simulation results and import them in the EIS model via standards-based model manipulation

approaches, they should be provided in a standard representation, i.e. according to a MOF meta-model. A simple meta-model

for the representation of performance estimation, was defined for that purpose, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . For each EIS model

element there are two properties recorded: one holding information related with the identification of the model elements,

such as the name , the stereotype name and a unique identifier and the second holding information related with the simulation

results for that model element, such as a name-value pair for each attribute of the model element that will be imported to

the system model. 

A part of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) representation of produced simulation results is listed in Listing 3 . 

Having the simulation results imported in the system model, the only thing that the system designer should do is to

run validation rules. Validation rules are utilized to indicate the evaluation entities associated to non-verified requirements.

Evaluation entities not verifying a model constraint are marked with red color, and the designer is able to identify the

non-verified requirement, by clicking on them. 

Having such a representation, the incorporation renders to a one step procedure. The plugin that was referred to

Section 3 was extended in order to support the incorporation of the simulation results into the system model, loaded in

the MagicDraw design tool. The plugin uses the Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) framework [45] in order to map
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Listing 2. DEVS simulation model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XML representations to Java classes, incorporating simulation results in the system model. For each element that has output

parameters, these parameters are updated with values from the corresponding XML attribute. 

All these tasks require expertise in several technologies and standards, as SysML, DEVS, MOF, QVT, Java and the EIS

domain. However, once implemented, the benefits from their combined use are available for multiple uses by numerous

interested EIS engineers. 

4.5. Implementation 

This subsection provides a summary of the activities performed to implement the framework and a synopsis of the NFRs

verification process. First of all, attributes of the EIS profile that determine the performance of EIS components were identi-

fied. In addition, simulation execution parameters were identified in EIS evaluation scenarios. The revised DEVS meta-model,

as described in Section 4.2 , was used, in order to utilize existing DEVS executable components. Moreover, DEVS executable

components required for EIS simulation were implemented, as no appropriate existing DEVS library components were avail-

able. For this purpose, the EIS components that should be simulated were identified, their behavior was analyzed and the
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Fig. 5. Results Meta-model. 

Listing 3. Sample simulation output file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1  
respective DEVSJava [41] components were developed. QVT relations that transform EIS models to the respective compos-

ite DEVS models, according to the extended version of the DEVS meta-model were defined. An XSLT transformation that

creates Java code to instantiate and connect the appropriate DEVS executable components, as instructed by the generated

DEVS model, was defined. This enabled the exploitation of the EIS DEVSJava executable components. A DEVS simulation

controller that handles multiple simulation runs, receives simulation results, and exports them in a XML document, was

also implemented. 

Finally, to integrate simulation results in the original model, MagicDraw plugin was extended using the openAPI [46] .

The diversity of processes, software and information representations remains transparent to the system designer that uses a

single modeling tool. 

Hence, simulation of the EIS domain using DEVS, is simplified and performed as a set of distinct steps, most of which

are automated. The process is organized as indicated in the following points: 

1. The system designer defines the system model in MagicDraw using the EIS profile and the EIS plugin. Different views

are used for the description of different aspects of the system: 

(a) application architecture is defined in the Functional view; 

(b) system access points and topology is defined in the Topology view; 

(c) network architecture is defined in Network Infrastructure view 

2. The system designer defines non functional requirements with quantitative properties; 

3. Complex, non functional requirements that derive from primitive requirements are automatically calculated; 

4. The system engineer creates evaluation scenarios, based on the current system model and defines general simulation

parameters like simulation duration; 

5. The system model, including the evaluation scenarios, is exported in XMI format; 

6. The model (in XMI format) is transformed to the respective DEVS coupled model by a QVT transformation, executed with

MediniQVT [47] ; 

7. An XSLT translation generates the DEVSJava code for the DEVS simulation model; 

8. Simulation is executed and the results are locally stored in XMI format and then are imported to the system model,

through the MagicDraw plug-in; 

9. Validation rules are applied to model elements; 

0. Either the system model is verified, or some of the requirements are not met. In this case, they are clearly indicated to
the system designer, so that he/she performs model re-adjustment, and the process is repeated from step 4. 
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5. An example from the designer’s perspective 

The modeling infrastructure, provided to EIS designers, was briefly described in Section 3 (EIS profile). Moreover, the

approach for providing automated simulation generation capabilities from simulation-agnostic models was presented in 

Section 4 . This mainly included the contribution provided by domain experts, simulation experts and modeling experts,

during the setup phase, so that the required framework is developed. 

During the design time phase, systems designers utilize the capabilities provided by the framework, for systems design

and requirements verification. This practical perspective of the approach is presented in this section, using a sample EIS

model. 

System designers may work with EIS models, using the MagicDraw modeling tool, where the EIS profile has been im-

ported and the corresponding plugin has been added. 

As stated in Section 3 , when designing a new EIS architecture, the system designer describes both software and hardware

architectures in terms of Functional, Topology and Network Infrastructure views [2] . After defining the EIS architecture, the

system designer evaluates it through the Evaluation view [6,32] . Evaluation scenarios defined in this view are snapshots of

the predefined software and hardware architecture. 

Let us consider, for the purposes of this example, an information system for a simple registry application. The registry

client application interacts with software services executed in distributed database servers. Two kinds of user roles ( manager

and staff) might use the client application. Each role can use distinct services, while the probability of each service to

be invoked is predefined, for evaluation purposes. Additionally, specific parameters of model elements must be defined to

enable simulation execution. A role, connected to a specific requirement defines its behavior. In the case that the role is

connected to another “behavior requirement”, a different simulation scenario is made. 

The system designer creates an evaluation scenario and is able to automatically construct the software and hardware

evaluation diagrams (derived from other diagrams) inside the modeling tool. Then the system model is enriched with

simulation-related properties, such as simulation runs, end conditions, etc, enabling its transformation to simulation model.

The scenario is consequently simulated using DEVS as proposed in Section 4 . The hardware architecture diagram depicts

the network architecture, where the application operates on. 

Based on an evaluation scenario, the following steps are required to achieve the requirement verification process: 

• Simulation configuration: For a specific scenario, the designer defines simulation parameters, such as the end condition,

which is defined in terms of time, e.g. 28800s, which is 8 hours of simulation time, and the number of simulation

runs. Using a popup menu, the system designer is able to run the simulation. When the simulation execution is started,

intermediate steps (transformations) are executed transparently to the designer. The designer may observe execution in

DEVSJava SimView environment. 

• When the simulation has been completed, the designer is notified to import the results into the evaluation scenario. 

• Once the results have been incorporated, verification rules are executed and the unverified model elements are annotated

(see Fig. 6 ). Thus, the system designer is aware of model elements that should be adjusted. 

Fig. 6 presents an excerpt of the evaluation view, where the simulation results have been incorporated in the system

model evaluation elements. The incorporation involves an XML file, similar to the one illustrated in Listing 3 , processed by

the EIS plugin that supplements the values of predefined elements. 

A local network consists of computers with software components running on them. For a specific network, the traffic

derived from the requirements has an average value of 2.7 Mbps with a standard deviation of 0.2 Mbps, as shown in Fig. 6 .

The simulation results show a value of 3.1 Mbps, which is out of range. This non-verified requirement is depicted with red

color in Fig. 6 , since it is not satisfied by the corresponding model element. In case the system designer decides to inter-

vene and create another simulation scenario, this would define a modified system model in correspondence with previous

evaluation results. 

For the application of the approach with EIS and DEVS, 9 simulation library components were developed (1200 lines of

Java code), implementing the behavior of the main EIS components (network node, processing node, etc). 5 auxiliary model

classes and 4 classes for handling simulation results were also developed (540 lines of Java code). The QVT transformation

was defined as a set of 17 relations in a 10 0 0 lines file. Finally, an XSLT translation (360 lines) was defined for the conversion

of DEVS simulation models to executable simulation code. 

The EIS model, used for the example presented in this section, has 148 classes and 832 other model elements (pack-

ages, abstractions, realizations, dependencies) and was exported from MagicDraw UML modeling tool as a 10573-lines XML

document in XMI format. The EIS-to-DEVS QVT transformation was executed in a personal computer with a dual-core In-

tel Pentium Processor SU4100 (2M Cache, 1.30 GHz, 800 MHz FSB) and 4GB of DDR3 RAM running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS and

generated the DEVS simulation model, as a 4550-line XML file in XMI format, in 38 seconds. The transformation identified

the 9 network nodes, 16 servers/workstations, 58 services and 12 roles of the evaluation scenario and extracted information

from other model elements in other views of the EIS model. The DEVS simulation model was converted to a simulation ex-

ecutable program (2457 lines of Java code) that uses the simulation library components via the XSLT translation. Simulation

of 8 hours of operation of the model finished in 48 seconds, producing simulation results for 30 EIS evaluation view model

entities in a 123-lines XML document, in XMI format. Simulation results were imported in the EIS model in the modeling

tool were verification was completed and visualized to the designer. 
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Fig. 6. Evaluation view: verifying requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The benefit is that a designer is facilitated to define a system model configuration, and the modeling tool verifies NFRs of

this model. The implementation needed 2100 lines of simulation code and transformations, developed only once to repet-

itively handle large system models (980 model elements or 10573 lines of code in this case) and produces a considerable

amount of executable simulation code (2457 lines of Java code). There is no interaction between the designer and the simu-

lation framework, thus he/she is unaware of the executable simulation models. Moreover, the designer is notified when the

simulation is finished and if there are any requirements that are not satisfied. 

6. Conclusions 

Although SysML supports requirements modeling, SysML modeling environments do not provide facilities like automated

NFRs verification. This deficiency motivated the work presented in this paper, which is an approach that enables automated,

efficient verification of SysML NFRs via simulation execution and the incorporation of simulation results in the system model.

The three main axes of the approach are: 

• The utilization of existing domain-specific, simulation-agnostic system models (EIS), rather than requiring refinement of

system models, according to simulator-specific profiles. 

• Limitation of design-time user interaction only within the system modeling tool. 

• Commitment to related standards (MOF, SysML, QVT) and utilization of compliant tools. 

Alignment with these axes is mainly achieved through the extension of the DEVS meta-model, so that existing simu-

lation library components can be used, and the development of a domain-specific models to simulation-specific models

transformation. 

We defined specific directions and preconditions for applying the approach in the EIS domain, using DEVS as an appro-

priate simulation execution environment, after extending its meta-model and the meta-model-aware execution layer. SysML

models are transformed to executable simulation code and the obtained simulation results are incorporated into the origi-

nal SysML models through the exploitation of MDA concepts and tools. Therefore, the verification process is enhanced and

simplified for the designer, as intermediate steps are automated. 

We presented a set of prerequisite activities that shall be performed by domain, modeling and simulation experts, for the

application of the approach on a specific domain. However, once these have been completed, all EIS designers may utilize

the advanced requirements verification functionality, with limited effort. 
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Finally, practical aspects of the proposed requirements verification process, performed by system designers, are elabo-

rated using a sample model. The approach and its application, denote that enforcing the role of models and staying com-

mitted to standards directs efforts originating from research and industrial communities towards solutions that enforce

knowledge exchange and combined use of diverse proprietary tools. Most importantly, such an environment provides con-

ditions that may substantially facilitate model validation and verification. 

Therefore, the utilization of another simulation framework sets the next research objective. Furthermore, the vision of

establishing standard simulation extensions for SysML that could be used across multiple domains and simulation frame-

works becomes more robust and promising. In the direction of further enhancing the system design process, automated

detection of model elements and properties that are the cause of the non-verified requirements, could assist the designer

in performing system model readjustments. Such an enhancement could also include provision for automated generation of

suggested readjustments. 
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